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1.

Introduction

The COVID‐19 pandemic has intensified an already urgent discussion about the future of work and
the role technology will play in shaping that future. Media reports have highlighted new
technologies designed to monitor workers’ health and health‐related behavior, and widespread
employer adoption of remote worker monitoring tools.1 Other reports have focused on the
potential for automation and long‐term job displacement to accelerate as a result of the conditions
created by the pandemic.2 Although these reports feature new COVID‐related technologies, many
are simply the latest application of data‐driven technologies developed over the past decade. This
working paper explores existing and emerging data‐driven technologies and their various
applications in the workplace.
Researchers and worker advocates have begun to explore data‐driven systems and their
implications for workers and society. Their research reports provide an excellent foundation for
understanding various trends involving data‐driven technologies in the workplace.3 For example,
Coworker.org and The Century Foundation published an article highlighting the growing trend of
datafication in the workplace.4 Upturn published a report outlining different technologies used in
the hiring process and their implications for gender and racial equity in employment.5 And Data &
Society has published several reports covering workplace monitoring and algorithmic management
on labor platforms and in traditional employment relationships.6 This important research has shed
light on different aspects of worker data collection and data‐driven systems and how they operate
in the workplace.
Building on these foundational reports, the purpose of this paper is to provide worker organizations
and policymakers with a framework for understanding the broad range of data collection strategies
and algorithmic systems currently in use or being developed for the workplace. Specifically, the
focus here is on understanding the technologies themselves, the context in which they evolved,
how they operate, and their potential applications in the workplace. This paper draws on research
and analysis focused on specific technologies and the technology industry. Sources include the
industry and technology consulting press, technology vendor materials, patent applications,
academic research, reports from social research and advocacy institutes, popular media coverage of
technology systems and vendors, as well as participation in conferences and meetings focused on
computer science, artificial intelligence technologies, and the “future of work” more broadly.
To be clear, this type of technology‐focused research is only one component of what will be
required to understand the full scope of technological change emerging today. A full research
agenda will need to include the perspectives of workers as well as those of employers, and an
analysis of the technology production supply chain — which firms are producing new technologies
for a given industry, who is funding them, who decides what gets developed in the labs, and so
forth. Most important, we urgently need more research on how new technologies affect workplaces
and workers (especially in terms of race and gender equity), and the factors driving variation in
firms’ decisions about technology adoption.
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Before moving on, it is important to emphasize that this paper describes emerging technologies; as
such it may to a certain extent reflect technology developers’ aspirational efforts to advance a
product rather than technologies in widespread use among employers. Thus, inclusion of a
particular technology or practice in this report is not an indication of its prevalence or likelihood of
adoption. That said, some of the technologies discussed in this paper have been in use for some
time and are currently widely deployed by employers. Regardless of whether the technologies are
in the early stages of development or widely deployed by employers, some of these technologies
have elicited concern among various stakeholders. This points to the need to generate a clear
framework for assessing and governing the use of proposed technologies. It also highlights the
importance of expanding institutional capacity to shape the trajectory of technology innovation.

2.

Background: The data‐driven firm

Over the past few decades, information and communication technologies (ICTs) have become
ubiquitous in the U.S.7 Today, 90 percent of U.S. adults use the internet, 4 out of 5 own a
smartphone, and three‐quarters own or use a computer.8 Computers and other digital technologies
now mediate most economic transactions and facilitate an increasing amount of social interactions,
generating a digital record of each transmission.9 Recognizing the economic value of this digital
transmission data, firms have developed new business models based on these digital technologies
and the stream of data they generate – a process often referred to as digitalization.10
Internet technology platforms such as Facebook and Google were among the first to adopt data‐
driven business models, using data extracted from user’s digital interactions as a core source of
economic value. After initially offering their services (e.g., email, search engine, social media
platform) for free, these companies leveraged their user data to personalize advertisements to
individuals and dramatically increase the returns on advertising campaigns. In short, they
monetized the insights extracted from the collection and analysis of user data.11
Another important outcome of the proliferation of digital data (“big data”) is the wave of
innovations in data analysis and computer technologies based on algorithms. Improvements in the
capacity of computers to store and process data, combined with the increased volume of and
access to digital data, have enabled researchers and technology developers to achieve dramatic
advances in artificial intelligence (AI) research.12 The resulting data‐driven algorithms underlie many
of the technological advances of the past decade.13 In fact, a crucial contributing factor to the
success of the technology platforms mentioned above is their ability to analyze digital data streams
and deploy that analysis in a technological system. The systems consist of data‐mining, predictive
analytics, and machine learning algorithms that identify and segment users into micro‐categories of
consumers for personalized, targeted advertising.14 Together, increased volumes of data and the
development for new systems for analysis of that data constitute the core of the digital
transformation of the economy.
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Emerging and traditional businesses have begun to follow the lead of these early innovators by
digitalizing business processes and adopting data‐driven business strategies (often referred to as
“data monetization” in the business press).15 According to business consultants, firms can derive
value from data through three different strategies:16




Raw data: selling existing sources of data
Insights: analyzing data to arrive at business insights to support decision‐making
Data‐driven “intelligent” technologies: using data to develop and operate technologies
based on computer algorithms that have the capacity to make automated decisions or take
actions that further business objectives

Although selling raw data is one form of revenue generation, analyzing data to develop insights or
new data‐driven technologies often produces more value for firms. Internally, firms can use insights
derived from data or data‐driven technologies to control business variables and thereby increase
productivity, decrease costs, or increase sales revenues, for example. Firms can also sell or share
data‐driven insights or technologies as a service to other businesses (a topic discussed below).

3.

Types and uses of worker data

Data analytics used in the context of business decisions are not new. Dating back to the 1800s, the
finance and insurance industries began to analyze available data to determine prices and
underwriting for insurance policies.17 In the early 1900s scholars began to apply data collection and
analysis to work processes and workers. Frederick Taylor’s time‐and‐motion studies tried to
maximize workplace productivity and efficiency through precisely timed measurements of worker
tasks; his work became the foundation for industrial engineering and production strategies.18 And
Hugo Munsterberg conducted psychological experiments and testing to glean insights about
workers in order to solve “problems related to economic efficiency” in the workplace. His
innovations evolved into human resource psychometric strategies, such as the assessment and
measurement of behavior, attitudes, and personality traits.19
Throughout history, efforts to derive value from worker and workplace data, such as those
described above, have often led to technological innovations and dramatic changes in the
workplace. Today, however, efforts to derive value from these data and data‐driven technologies
have increasingly become a core business strategy. This section highlights three dimensions of the
data‐driven workplace:




Data collection by firms and the types of worker data collected
Strategies firms use to collect data
Evolution of data‐driven technologies in the workplace
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3.1. Types of worker data
While firms initially focused on consumer data in their digital strategies, they are increasingly also
looking to worker data as a source of economic value.20 Firms can generate significant value by
collecting data about workers’ activities and using that information in data‐driven technologies
designed with the intent of decreasing operating costs, improving workforce decision‐making, and
increasing workforce efficiency or productivity. Table 1 shows different types of worker data
collected by firms.
Table 1. Types of worker data collected by firms
Historical data
● Credit report
● Criminal record
● Employment and salary history
● Education history, professional licenses
● Driving record
● Health screening, drug and alcohol test results
● Participation in volunteer activities
● Consumer activity

Biometric data
● Fingerprint, palmprint, earprint
● Finger and palm geometry
● Facial geometry, expressions
● Tone of voice
● Iris or retina scan
● Body language, walking gait

Health and wellness data
● Heart rate and respiration
● Exercise activity
● Sleep patterns
● Movement/activity level
● Menstruation and pregnancy tracking

Cognitive and behavioral data
● Questionnaire/survey responses
● Cognitive function assessment results
● Personality test results
● Skill test performance
● Virtual and augmented reality device use

Workplace activities and interactions data
● Presence and location: timeclock, at desk, in
building
● Coworker interactions
● Smartphone use, Wi‐Fi access, instant messaging
● Bathroom access and usage
● Body movements
● Safety habits

Job activity data
● Computer activity: system login, keystrokes,
screenshots, application use
● Internet activity: email content, web searches
● Machine interactions: handheld devices,
industrial machines, robots, wearables
● Customer service interactions: calls, sales, claims
● Business transactions and transfers
● Driving: vehicle location (GPS), acceleration,
braking patterns, route, accidents and near
misses, behaviors while driving and in vehicle,
conversations

Evaluation data
● Customer ratings and reviews
● Peer reviews
● Performance reviews
● Employee surveys, sentiment

Digital footprint
● Social media activity
● Web presence: blogs, online forum participation,
website registrations
● Job board activity
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As this table illustrates, firms collect an extensive array of data about prospective and current
workers. They may collect data on their own employees, and/or they may contract with a business
service provider or other third‐party firm to collect data on their workforce. Some types of data,
such as criminal background checks, have been collected by employers for decades.21 More
recently, employers have embraced other types of data collection, such as biometric or health and
wellness data, as new sensor‐based technologies have become available.22 It is important to note
that some types of worker data collection are still rare, such as walking gait recognition. However,
this may change as firms continue to develop technological capacities and applications. For
example, some observers have suggested that gait recognition and other biometric recognition
technologies could grow in popularity with increased regulation of facial recognition technologies.23

3.2. Data collection strategies
With the turn toward the digital economy, many firms have focused on identifying new sources of
data and new data collection strategies. Digitalizing business operations and automating existing
data collection are often the first steps towards digitalization for traditional firms. This can entail
transitioning existing data collection systems (e.g., personnel management, point of sale) into a
cloud‐based or networked computer system to aggregate data sources.24 The increased demand for
data among firms has also led to innovation in technologies designed to collect data.
The data collection strategies and technologies listed in this section illustrate the various methods
that firms use to gather as much information as possible to develop a full picture of the workplace
(see Table 2). Firms often use parallel strategies to collect data about customers. Many uses of data
in the workplace often combine information about the wider environment in which a firm operates
– such as customer behaviors and sentiment, or traffic – with worker data; this is often one of the
distinguishing features of more sophisticated workplace technologies.25
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Table 2. Firm strategies for worker and workplace data collection
External data acquisition
Mechanism for collecting data

Type of data captured



Private data sources: purchasing data from data brokers
and business service providers



Public data sources: accessing government data sets and
publicly available information from the internet

Individual data: digital profiles, social media profiles,
background reports, behavioral scores (e.g., credit reports),
DMV records, voting records, property reports, court filings,
criminal records, professional licenses; environmental
context data: weather, labor market data, industry and
market trends, local event data

Digital and AI‐enhanced electronic monitoring systems
Mechanism for collecting data
 Computer and network systems: metadata, system logs,
system surveillance software (keystroke logging,
continuous screenshot capture and digital recording)


Video: surveillance cameras, vehicle dash cameras, on‐
demand video interviews, cameras embedded in devices,
digital video recordings, computer vision algorithms using
biometric and facial recognition



Audio: microphones embedded in phone systems and
other devices, natural language processing algorithms
using speech recognition

Type of data captured
Computer use and access to applications or programs; files
accessed, downloaded, printed, or copied to a USB‐
connected device; content and message details of internal
and external communications; social media activity and
online browsing history using work computers and personal
devices; work activities, behaviors, interactions,
conversations; transactions in the workplace, at workstations
or sites, in vehicles, on company property

Human‐generated content
Mechanism for collecting data

Type of data captured



Questionnaires, surveys, and behavioral assessments:
employee engagement surveys, employee satisfaction
surveys, personality tests or inventories, training retention
assessments

Behavioral data; cognitive data such as math, logic, and
reasoning skills; content knowledge; interests, attitudes,
opinions; job experience; customer and worker satisfaction;
employment history



Computer‐based games: cognitive assessments,
competency or aptitude assessments, knowledge and skill
tests



Reviews and ratings: business reviews (e.g., Yelp,
Glassdoor), peer reviews, customer feedback ratings and
surveys



Other: job applications, resumes, chatbot interviews,
chatbot interactions with HR portal

Sensors embedded in equipment and devices
Mechanism for collecting data

Type of data captured



Internet of Things (IoT): sensors embedded in products
connected to the internet or workplace facilities’ wireless
communication network



Workplace equipment and devices: sensors or
instrumentation embedded in smartphones, handheld
devices, industrial machines, vehicles, timeclocks, access
panels, and other devices

Location, movement or motion, speed, proximity, body
orientation, human interactions, heart rate, respiratory rate,
activity levels, environment around human or machines,
temperature, vibration



Wearables, smartwatches, and fitness trackers: sensors
embedded in a wristband, watch, ID badge, ring
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External data acquisition
Firms often acquire data from external sources.26 For example, firms may pull data from
government compiled datasets that provide information related to labor markets, weather, industry
and market trends, or local events. These publicly available datasets play an important role in
workplace algorithms designed to optimize work activities to the business context, a topic discussed
in greater detail later in this paper. Other public datasets provide information about individuals,
which employers may access for information about employees (e.g., DMV records, criminal
convictions, professional licenses).
Firms may also purchase data from private data sources including data brokers and other business
service providers.27 These suppliers create background reports for employers by aggregating data
from a variety of sources including government agencies, credit agencies, and private businesses.
Some third‐party data providers compile digital profiles on individuals through web‐crawling and
data‐mining techniques designed to extract data from websites (e.g., social media platforms,
website registrations, participation on forums, blogs, media coverage).28 Firms often purchase these
data reports from third‐party companies, rather than collect and analyze these data internally.
However, as the value of data increases, more firms may choose to increase their internal capacity
for data gathering and analysis.29
Digital and AI‐enhanced electronic monitoring systems
Digital and AI‐enhanced electronic monitoring systems are another strategy that firms can use to
collect data. For decades, employers have electronically monitored workplaces and workers. With
the initial adoption of computers and other ICTs, employers began to monitor computer and
internet activity using computer metadata, system logs, and monitoring software to collect data on
employees’ digital activities.30 Early forms of electronic monitoring, entailing closed‐circuit video
cameras and audio recordings, have evolved into networked systems that enable employers to
remotely monitor workplaces in real‐time and to capture high quality digital data streams that can
be easily reviewed and analyzed.31 Many of these strategies are quite common among employers.
According to a 2007 survey conducted by the American Management Association and the ePolicy
Institute, two‐thirds of companies surveyed monitored workers’ internet activity, nearly half
monitored workers using video cameras, and over one‐third monitored email.32
With advances in AI research, digital audio and video content can now be analyzed by algorithms
that allow computers to recognize and interpret humans and their activities. Early forms of
electronic monitoring technologies, such as analog closed‐circuit video camera and audio
recordings, did not generate digital data that could be easily analyzed. For example, although
employers could monitor and record workplace activities with video cameras, they could only watch
the live video feed, or playback the videotape recording, to glean information about the activities.
However, advances in machine learning algorithms have enabled computers to interpret audio and
visual content and translate the information into digital data for further analysis.33 For instance,
Presto Vision – a restaurant technology service provider – recently tested a system in Outback
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Steakhouse restaurants that analyzes the video surveillance footage of the dining room to detect
the amount of time servers spend at a table interacting with customers.34 Similarly, some
transportation companies have installed vehicle camera systems to monitor and collect data on
driving behaviors, in‐cab activities, and vehicle incidents. These systems can detect if the authorized
driver is behind the wheel (using facial recognition), whether the driver’s eyes are closing more than
normal, or if the driver uses their phone or wears their seatbelt.35
AI‐enhanced technologies can also interpret the content of audio recordings or real‐time
conversations, using speech recognition algorithms to interpret and translate the content of the
conversation into a digital transcript.36 Call centers use these systems to generate a digital
transcript of phone conversations, and to conduct sentiment analysis of a customer’s tone of voice
and inflections to detect if they are angry or exhibiting other emotions.37
Human‐generated content
Firms also collect data directly from workers and customers. Employers have always collected some
data directly from workers, such as job applications or self‐evaluations for personnel files. However,
starting in the 1990s, firms increasingly began administering tests to job applicants in the form of IQ
tests, personality and interest inventories, and performance simulations.38 By 2015, employers
administered tests to an estimated 60 percent of workers, as job applicants and/or as employees.39
As the human resource management field has continued to incorporate data analytics (or “people
analytics”), the demand for worker data has grown, in particular for information that measures
workers’ perceptions, attitudes, thoughts, and feelings.40 Employers also collect cognitive and
behavioral data using job skill and aptitude assessments as well as orientation and training
modules.41 For example, Pymetrics, a leading hiring technology service provider, administers online
games to job candidates to collect data from applicants.42 Firms have also begun to directly solicit
customer ratings and reviews to assess customer satisfaction with workers’ performance.43
Sensor‐based data acquisition technologies
The increase in demand for data among firms and technologists has provided a powerful incentive
for technology developers to design technologies specifically for data collection, leading to multiple
innovations in sensor‐based data acquisition technologies. Firms are increasingly adopting these
sensor‐based technologies to collect worker data.44
Sensors detect, measure, and transmit information about the environmental context surrounding
the sensor and/or physical and behavioral characteristics of a human wearing the sensor. They can
capture precise measurements of the physical environment and can discern human characteristics,
activities, and interactions with machines and devices. There are multiple types of sensors, each
measuring different types of information.45 Some common types of sensors used in the workplace
and the information they detect include:
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 Accelerometer: detects acceleration, vibration, tilt; used to determine movement and
speed

 Gyroscope: detects orientation and tilt, used to identify the direction of a device
 Magnetometer: detects magnetic fields, compass orientation (north pole)
 GPS instrumentation: communicates with satellites to determine location on the earth, used
to determine location on map and other spaces (e.g., an office or warehouse)

 Infrared, light‐emitting diode (LED), radio‐frequency identification (RFID): detects location
and proximity (how close the device is to other object/humans)








Light sensor: detects ambient light levels
Pedometer: detects the amount of steps
Pressure: detects touch
Microphone: detects sound
Camera: detects visual information
Biometric: captures and then detects physiological or behavioral traits

Sensors can be embedded in a variety of objects. The most common forms of sensor‐based data
acquisition technologies used in the workplace are: Internet of Things (IoT), wearables,
smartwatches and fitness trackers, workplace equipment and handheld devices, and personal
devices (e.g., smartphones).
Internet of Things (IoT) refers to objects with embedded sensors that detect information on a
continuous basis and transmit the data to the internet and/or in‐house wireless communication
network.46 IoT devices can send and receive information from other devices within the network,
enabling seamless data collection and transfer between devices. The broad definition of IoT
includes all of the “smart” devices listed in the sensor and instrumentation category whereas the
narrow definition of an IoT device often refers to internet‐connected household products, such as
televisions, speakers, or computer printers. One IoT start‐up, Beam Technologies, partners with
employers to offer an internet‐connected toothbrush as part of a dental insurance plan.47 The Beam
toothbrush collects data on toothbrushing activity to the company and to an app, allowing the
company and users to evaluate brushing patterns and activity. The company offers variable
insurance premium rates depending on the user’s behavior.48
Wearables are a subcategory of IoT devices that can be worn by people as a wristband, watch,
armband, ring, or ID badge.49 Wearables can include location tracking sensors, barcode scanners,
microphones, and other types of sensors. For example, one company, Humanyze, uses
“sociometric” ID badges embedded with a microphone, accelerometer, Bluetooth, and infrared
sensors to collect data about an individual employee’s location, speech patterns, bodily movements
and orientation, posture, and interactions with other employees.50 These accessories collect,
transmit, and analyze data in the same way as an IoT product, but often include haptics –
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sensations (e.g., vibrations) produced in the device – or other mechanisms that enable a computer
to communicate and interact with the wearer of the device.51 Other types of wearables include
exoskeletons, virtual reality (VR) headsets, and smart glasses.52 Smartwatches and fitness trackers
are a subcategory of wearables that collect and track health data as well as other types of data.53
Equipment and handheld devices can be considered IoT if they have embedded sensors or
instrumentation and transmit data through a communication network. Vehicles enabled with GPS
and other location‐based tracking devices, handheld scanners, industrial machines with interfaces
and a communication infrastructure are all examples of equipment and devices with embedded
sensors. For example, UPS trucks include both GPS instrumentation for location tracking and over
200 sensors embedded in the delivery trucks that detect data on things like idling time, seatbelt
use, back‐ups, and door openings.54 Personal devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets) can also collect
and convey a variety of data, such as location data, data entered by employees in apps downloaded
on the phone, and data collected by sensors in the phone (most smartphones are equipped with
the full list of sensors included above).55 Identity authentication systems can incorporate sensors to
detect human characteristics. For example, recent innovations in attendance and time tracking
systems include scanners that detect biometric data, such as fingerprints, and other personally
identifiable information.56 Industrial machines can also include embedded sensors that detect
human activities and interactions. For example, Prolacs – a company that produces laundry
monitoring, management, and control systems for industrial laundries and laundromats – includes a
variety of sensors in their machine control panels that detect the current status of each machine
(e.g., running, on pause, cancellations, idling), and productivity counts.57

3.3. The ecosystem of worker data and data‐driven technologies
As firms have shifted toward data monetization strategies, worker data has become a key source of
value for a host of different types of companies.58 While data brokers have long played a key role in
collecting data from individuals, an extensive ecosystem of firms that collect and process worker
data has emerged over the past few decades. Some of these firms have been in the business of
collecting worker data for a long time, such as payroll companies and employment screening
companies.59 However, technology vendors and related firms in the technology development supply
chain have increasingly become involved in worker data collection and analysis.60 Figure 1 highlights
some of the different types of firms involved in the worker data ecosystem.
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Figure 1. Ecosystem of businesses involved with worker data
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The relationships between some of the firms in this ecosystem are fairly straightforward, but others
are not. Some of the different types of inter‐firm relationships involving worker data include:






Sales fees or subscription service
Joint ventures and sharing agreements
Membership in a mutual database
Data and analytics technology services
Subsidiaries, mergers, and acquisitions

Firms can enter into subscription service agreements in addition to directly purchasing worker data
(e.g., when an employer hires a firm to complete a background check on a job candidate). For
example, many employers pay Equifax to process (and fight) workers’ un‐employment claims and to
provide a “verification service” that supplies worker data to a variety of other firms, such as
creditors, property management companies, social service agencies, and other employers seeking
pre‐employment screenings.61 As part of this relationship, employers provide Equifax with their
current employees’ work history and personal income information on a weekly basis. The Equifax
Work Number database contains data for nearly one‐third of the workforce in the US.62
Alternatively, employers may pay a membership fee to join a mutual association that compiles an
industry‐based database of workers. For example, nearly two decades ago a few background
screening companies created retail theft databases based on data from employer reports of
employee shoplifting, theft, or fraud – including alleged thefts that never resulted in legal action
such as an arrest, criminal prosecution, or conviction. These membership‐based databases are legal
despite class action lawsuits and investigations by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) for failing to
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comply with the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). In 2012, the FTC issued a civil penalty of $2.6
million against one of the companies, HireRight, for multiple violations against the FCRA, and in
2014, another company, LexisNexis, faced a class action lawsuit in a Pennsylvania court for violating
the FCRA with their Esteem retail theft database.63 LexisNexis suspended operations of their Esteem
database under the lawsuit settlement terms, but HireRight continues to host the National Retail
Mutual Association retail theft database, which included more than 130 retail company members as
of 2016.64
The rising importance of data and data‐driven technologies has motivated firms to develop new
data‐sharing and transfer arrangements, expanding the worker data ecosystem even further. Some
of these arrangements entail employers providing technology vendors with raw employee data in
return for business insights or data‐driven technologies. In some cases, the technology vendor
collects individual worker data and may share either individual‐level or aggregate data with the
employer. For example, Hirevue, a hiring technology vendor, collects employee data directly and
shares the data with employers.65 In contrast, Humanyze, a workplace analytics company, collects
individual‐level worker data to analyze social interactions and organizational effectiveness, but does
not share the individual‐level data with employers.66
As the data‐driven technology landscape has continued to evolve, firms have also started to offer
new data storage and analytics services for a wide range of clients.67 For example, IBM offers a
variety of cloud‐based services (such as advanced data storage, processing, and analytics capacities)
that enable firms to use the IBM Watson algorithmic system platform to build AI‐enabled
technologies like chatbots and virtual assistants.68 Firms can store their data on the IBM Cloud and
combine their dataset with IBM datasets and with data from other firms using their system.69 Firms
may also acquire or merge with other firms in order to gain access to their datasets, analytics
capabilities, or data‐driven technologies; mergers and acquisitions are common among technology
firms.70

3.4. The evolution of data collection and data‐driven technologies
The previous section illustrates the various strategies firms use to gather as much information as
possible, including using AI‐enhanced and sensor‐based data collection technologies that enable
firms to collect continuous streams of large volumes of data from a wide variety of sources. As the
sophistication of data collection technologies has increased, firms have also enhanced their ability
to extract more insights from these data, and to develop and deploy more data‐driven algorithms.
Figure 2 illustrates the pipeline of data gathering and analysis, from digitalization and data
collection to the creation of data‐driven technologies.
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Figure 2. The cycle of innovation in data‐driven technologies
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There is an iterative relationship between data collection and data‐driven technologies –
digitalization has led to new demands for data, which in turn has led to technological innovations
designed to collect new types of data. The availability of big data has in turn led to innovations in
computer algorithms, which have begun to surface in new technologies in the workplace over the
past decade. Electronic monitoring and data collection practices are only a starting point for how
firms glean value from worker data. The full value of worker data for employers comes from how
the data can be used in the workplace, by generating new insights, developing technologies that
automate decision‐making, or by laying the foundation for intelligent machines capable of
interacting with workers and completing work tasks.

4.

Algorithms in the workplace

Data‐driven algorithms underlie many technological changes in the workplace. This section provides
a definitional overview of algorithms and explores algorithmic technologies in greater detail.

4.1. What are algorithms?
Algorithmic systems are not new, but their role in society has changed with the introduction of the
internet and the expansion of the digital economy. An algorithm, in its simplest form, is a set of
rules, in computer programming code, for solving a problem or performing a task. Computers are
able to complete tasks independently by following the instructions outlined by the algorithm. The
simple version of algorithms has been around for decades and is still the most common form in use
today. It is not “intelligent,” but can automate a task, such as sending an automatic email response
to inform people that you are on vacation. Computer programmers refer to this type of algorithm
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as “by‐hand” or “rule‐based” algorithms. You could compare it to a cookbook recipe; the algorithm
is simply following a set of commands dictated by the programmer.71
Recent advancements in AI research have resulted in much more sophisticated algorithms that
combine math, statistics, and computer programming code that enable computers (machines) to
learn and adapt to new information (data), and, ultimately, to accomplish a specific objective.72
These learning algorithms – also referred to as machine learning, deep learning, or neural networks
– enable computers to complete a specific task without a human programmer explicitly writing the
rules for how the computer should complete the task. In fact, these algorithms often extend
beyond human capacity for comprehension, becoming opaque even to the human programmer.73
Although the new learning algorithms are better able to mimic human intelligence in narrow
contexts, AI researchers caution that these recent technological advances have not fully achieved
general artificial intelligence.74 Nevertheless, algorithmic systems have achieved a degree of
intelligence, enabling machines to interact with humans and their environment or to make
decisions without any human intervention.75 The more advanced versions of these algorithms
accomplish tasks and make decisions by mimicking human capacities to reason, learn, and
recognize visual objects, text, speech, and sentiment.76 The capabilities of this type of algorithm
vary widely. A software program designed to identify credit card fraud is a simple example of this
type of algorithm. Robots with the capability to navigate city streets include a more advanced
version of this type of algorithm – one designed to mimic human capabilities to perceive and adapt
to its environmental context.
This report uses the generic term algorithm to refer to both its basic and more advanced forms, but
the majority of the technological systems described in this paper run on the more advanced
machine learning algorithms.

4.2. Algorithm objectives and design decisions
Regardless of the level of intelligence of an algorithm, a crucial thing to understand is that humans
make decisions about the objective and design of the algorithm. Some common objectives
underlying algorithms used in the workplace include reducing uncertainty in management
decisions, identifying potential risks that might incur business costs, optimizing and automating
scheduling or work process decisions, maximizing worker productivity, automating production
tasks, or improving workplace safety.
For example, the underlying objective for many algorithms used in the hiring process is to reduce
uncertainty in hiring decisions.77 Hiring employees entails costly decisions in the context of
imperfect information – the employer does not know whether a potential job candidate will
become a star employee or quit shortly after getting hired. To reduce this type of uncertainty, some
hiring technology developers design algorithms to predict which subset of job candidates will likely
become high‐performing, successful employees. Technology developers have designed another
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type of algorithm to optimize work schedules for frontline workers. The objective for these
scheduling optimization algorithms is to identify the most efficient staffing schedule – in terms of
lowest hourly labor cost – to align with the timing of customer demand patterns.78
In designing algorithms, computer programmers make decisions about how to define the objective,
which factors to consider, how much value to place on each factor relative to other factors, and
what data to use.79 These choices shape the design and implementation of algorithms. Design
choices reflect the values and assumptions of the technology developer, and ultimately those of the
firm paying for the product or hiring the programmer to create the product. For instance, in the
hiring technology example, the programmer must decide how to define a successful employee and
which data to use as a measurement to represent this definition. For these hiring algorithms,
developers often rely on questionnaires or games administered to workers that aim to measure
personality characteristics with the assumption these characteristics are an indication of an
individual’s potential productivity or value as an employee.80
The importance of design choices
Technology developers and those who deploy technologies make decisions that have consequences
– intended or unintended – for the people who interact with the technology. Design decisions
determine the outcomes of the technology, who benefits from those outcomes, and who is
potentially harmed. By default, “algorithms tend to be myopic,” meaning that they focus narrowly
on factors specified in the design (model) and data provided to the model.81 The technology
developer’s choices in which factors to prioritize, or their failure to specify all relevant factors, can
result in unanticipated consequences. An example of unintended consequences of design decisions
is Uber’s autonomous vehicle design. In 2018, one of Uber’s test vehicles accidentally killed a
pedestrian in Tempe, Arizona. By many accounts, Uber’s leadership made a series of decisions that
likely contributed to the failure of the autonomous vehicle to stop for the pedestrian in the street.
Rather than prioritize an extremely cautious strategy for stopping the vehicle when faced with
unknown objects in its path (potentially a less enjoyable ride, with more vehicle braking), Uber
decided to prioritize a smooth ride for the passenger.82
Scheduling optimization systems provide another example of the unintended consequences of
design decisions associated with algorithms. The primary objective of these systems is to generate
the most efficient workforce schedule considering multiple factors, such as seasonal sales patterns,
local events, predicted customer demand, local weather predictions, and worker availability.83
Many of these systems are designed to generate schedules in 15‐minute increments and can adjust
in real‐time based on the most recent data available.84 If employers and programmers do not
include factors that take into consideration workers’ schedule preferences and the coherence of the
assigned schedule, these algorithms can result in a variety of negative consequences for workers,
such as highly variable, unpredictable, and discordant schedules.85 For instance, Starbucks recently
made news due to their use of a scheduling algorithm with the tendency to generate “clopening”
shifts in which an employee is scheduled to close at night and open first thing in the morning.86
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These systems involve a series of human‐made choices in the design stage that reflect the values
and assumptions of the designers, and those from whom they seek (or neglect to seek) input. The
choices made by humans in the design and implementation of an algorithm are as crucial to
consider when evaluating these systems as the technological capability of an algorithm itself.

4.3. Algorithmic systems: transforming data into desired outputs
Given a specific task objective, algorithms enable a computer to transform data inputs into desired
outputs.87 In other words, the algorithm enables the computer to analyze information (the input
data) in order to extract insights about the data and make predictions or decisions based on the
data (the output). Figure 3 provides a basic and non‐exhaustive illustration of an algorithmic
system’s workflow.
Figure 3. Simplified algorithmic system lifecycle

Objective

Data
(input)

Algorithm

Output

Desired
outcome

The algorithmic process: transforming data inputs into desired outputs
The process by which a computer algorithm transforms data inputs into outputs for a given task
entails multiple steps. Each of these steps includes varying degrees of human involvement.88 First,
given a specific task objective (as defined by a human) the computer system must have access to
information (data inputs) about the task at hand and the context surrounding that task. Data can be
collected and entered manually by humans, automatically gathered from the internet or private
data sources, or, in the case of more advanced algorithmic systems, data collection can be
automated via sensor technologies that enable the machine to perceive the physical or digital task
environment (including human interactions) to collect information in real‐time.89
Second, the algorithm analyzes and interprets the data inputs in order to produce the desired
output for the task. The procedure for performing the task can be outlined in code by a human
programmer, using a basic if‐then logic for what the computer should do given the data meets
certain conditions. Alternatively, in the case of learning algorithms, the human programmer
determines the type of learning algorithm to complete the task, but the computer develops its own
rules for how to perform the task by learning from the data introduced into the system, either
through examples in the data or from experience.90 Regardless of the learning approach used, the
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algorithm enables the machine to develop a model, or knowledge about the relationships in the
data, and then uses this knowledge to perform the task.
Third, based on its analysis of the data, the algorithm generates output in the form of a prediction
or decision. Depending on the type of task objective, the output can take the form of a prediction
score reflecting the probability of future outcomes, classification of data, flag or alert of anomalous
data points, or categorization of data points. The algorithmic system output could even be part of a
series of decisions about the next action to take (either a recommendation for a human to
implement or command for a machine).91 Each of these types of outputs – predictions, decisions, or
recommendations – sets the course for further action by a human or machine, which, when
implemented, completes the task objective for the algorithmic system.
Types of analytical tasks algorithms perform
Algorithms perform different types of analytic tasks or procedures in order to solve a problem.92
Some of the basic types of analytical tasks or logical procedures that machine learning algorithms
perform include:





Prediction: analyzing historical data patterns to predict or forecast the likelihood of future
events, behaviors, or outcomes
Classification: identifying or predicting which category new information (e.g., visual object,
text, audio) belongs in, based on categories previously defined by human programmers
Pattern detection: identifying relationships and unusual events or patterns in the data
Categorization: identifying clusters of data points (e.g., people or objects) and categorizing
them into groups or segments within the dataset

Analytic tasks form the basis of more complex technological systems that combine machine
learning algorithms with other types of technologies and that are increasingly common in the
workplace.93 These include the following technologies:






Computer vision: analysis of visual information (static images or video streams) to recognize
images, objects, activities or events, individual faces, intentions
Speech perception: analysis of audio information (e.g., phone calls, conversations) to
recognize speech
Natural language processing: analysis of written and spoken language to recognize and
classify words, and to interpret and generate written and spoken language
Emotion recognition: analysis of audio (e.g., tone of voice) or visual (e.g., facial expressions)
data to detect the emotional state of humans
Sentiment analysis: analysis of text for emotional tone to classify attitudes or opinions (e.g.,
positive, negative, neutral)

These technological advances have enabled machines to perceive the physical environment; to
interpret human activities, behaviors, and language; to reason and make logical decisions; and to
interact with humans and their environment.
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4.4. General application of algorithms in the workplace
Algorithmic technologies have numerous applications common in everyday life and in the
workplace. These applications can be grouped into three general categories: 1) statistical insights,
2) automated decision‐making systems, and 3) interactive machines (described in Figure 4 below).
These categories are not mutually exclusive.94 In fact, each of the systems builds upon the previous
type of system – i.e. machines that make decisions or interact with humans and the physical
environment must also make predictions about factors (human actions, environmental conditions)
that are unknown to the machine and that might influence the machine’s decisions or actions.95
Figure 4. Applications of algorithmic systems

Statistical insights

• Forecast or predict future events or behaviors
• Classify and categorize data
• Identify patterns and anomalies in the data

Automated decision‐
making systems

• Optimize and automate decisions
• Personalize recommendations
• Prescribe courses of action to take

Interactive machines

• Perceive and monitor humans and the digital and physical environment
• Interact with humans and the digital and physical environment
• Automate human activities – virtual assistants, chatbots, robots,
autonomous vehicles

Statistical insights are perhaps the most prevalent application of algorithms in the workplace.96
Firms use these algorithms to solve the problem of incomplete information and uncertainty in
decision‐making.97 In their most basic form, this application of algorithms relies on statistical
techniques like regression analysis or causal analysis forecasting to analyze historical data in order
to predict the probability of a future event or behavior happening.98 For instance, employers use
these algorithms to make predictions about whether a job candidate is likely to be a productive
employee or to quit.99 In addition to predictive analytics, other algorithms attempt to identify or
discover patterns in the data. For example, algorithms might look for anomalies in sales transaction
data to identify potentially fraudulent activities and predict future fraud.100 A common application
of statistical insight algorithms is to assist or augment managerial decision‐making about workers.
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Managers may receive the algorithmic “insights” about workers in the form of scores, ranking,
alerts, flags, segmentation categories, delivered via a manager‐facing dashboard.101
Automated decision‐making systems are a more advanced application of algorithms. These
algorithms build upon prediction functions to arrive at a decision about the course of action to take
next.102 Business consultants often refer to this application of algorithms as prescriptive analytics –
meaning the algorithm is designed to identify the optimal process for a task, to make a decision,
and to prescribe a course of action, given a desired objective and a wide variety of variables.103
These algorithms shape the labor process or worker behaviors to align with the business context
and to conform to the employer’s preferred parameters and choice architecture. One form of this
type of algorithm is designed to optimize work schedules, matching when and where workers
work.104 A second form of these algorithms make decisions about the optimal procedure or course
of action to take to complete a task, directing workers to complete tasks in a specific manner or
order, or structuring the work context in a way that limits workers’ discretion for how to complete a
task.105 A third form of this type of algorithm makes personalized recommendations (in the form of
nudges) to influence or manipulate workers to make desired decisions or to behave in a certain
way.106 Each of these applications draw from a wide range of business context data and worker data
to arrive at the optimal or recommended course of action. Rather than assist managers with
insights to make decisions about workers, this class of algorithms is designed to automate
managerial tasks more fully.107 Many observers refer to this group of algorithms as “algorithmic
management.”108
Interactive machines are the most advanced application of algorithms in the workplace. Interactive
(or “intelligent”) machines build on the capabilities of prediction and decision‐making, but these
algorithms enable machines to interact with humans or the environment, and to some extent act
autonomously.109 This group of algorithms is what most people think of as AI. Interactive algorithms
enable a machine to perceive sensory data from the physical or digital environment or object of
analysis, to interpret the information based on existing knowledge derived from available data, and
to take action in the environment. Interactive machines operate in real‐time, perceiving the
environment or object of analysis, and adapting and responding to new information in order to
interact with humans or move around in physical space. They are often designed to complete a
domain‐specific work task.110 The algorithms draw from domain‐specific data to provide
information to the worker to assist or augment their ability to complete a particular task, and in
some cases to automate the task entirely. Interactive machines can be physically embodied in
hardware (robotics or other physical machines), operate as virtual machines, or function as
software embedded in computers and devices.111 Robots, self‐driving vehicles, virtual chatbots,
digital assistants, and diagnostic systems are all examples of interactive machines used in the
workplace. Due to their ability to automate specific job tasks, interactive machines are the
technologies that have generated much of the concern about automation and worker job
displacement. Notably, intelligent machines have the capability of automating tasks carried out by
both frontline managers and workers.
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5.

Examples of how employers can use algorithms in the
workplace

This section provides concrete examples that illustrate how employers use different algorithmic
systems in the workplace. Table 3 groups employers’ uses of algorithms into four functional areas of
business operations that involve frontline workers (workers that are directly engaged in the firm’s
production of goods or services):112
Table 3. Functional areas of business operations
Human resource
management

Organization of work

Workforce management

 Recruitment and hiring

 Scheduling workers

 Directing workers

 Risk assessment

 Coordinating work
activities

 Manipulating workers

 Education and training
 Health and safety

Production of goods and
services
 Assisting and
augmenting worker
tasks
 Work task substitution

 Performance evaluation

Most of the specific examples discussed below are products offered by third‐party technology
service providers. In some cases, the examples are the result of a partnership between a technology
start‐up and a large employer to implement a specific technology in their companies. While some of
the technologies and technology vendors discussed here are well‐established (or at least cite a long
list of clients), it is unclear the extent to which some of these technologies have been adopted in
the workplace, of if they are still aspirational efforts from technology developers.

5.1. Human resource management
Over the past ten years, the human resources (HR) field has actively embraced data analytics (or
“people analytics” in HR industry terminology).113 HR technology vendors and in‐house data
scientists increasingly use algorithms to make predictions about who should see job ads, who might
be productive employees, whom to hire, whom to promote, who may quit or commit fraud, and
whom to fire.114 Technologies designed for the hiring phase of the HR process are one of the fastest
growing areas of HR technology development.115 Josh Bersin, an HR consultant, has compiled a
database of over 1,400 HR technology vendors.116 Practitioners and technology designers have also
begun to develop algorithmic applications for other aspects HR management, including
performance evaluation, risk assessment, education and training, and health and safety.117
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5.1.a. Recruitment and hiring
Third‐party technology service providers and in‐house HR departments have developed a wide
range of algorithms to assist or automate aspects of the recruitment and hiring process. Hiring
workers is expensive. On average, firms spend over $4,000 to hire a new employee.118 One reason
why hiring employees is so costly is because of the amount of time and work it takes to actually hire
someone, which involves several distinct phases.119 The following are some examples of functions
that data‐driven technologies may assist in different phases of the hiring process:
◉ Worker sourcing and recruiting: job description text analysis, micro‐targeting and
behavioral targeting job advertisements, personalized job recommendations, predictive
matching for job candidates and employers, data‐mining and predictive headhunting for
potential job candidates
◉ Job candidate screening: chatbots screening for minimum job qualifications; analyzing
resumes and application text; testing and assessing candidate aptitude, skill, and personality
◉ Interviewing job candidates: interview scheduling via chatbot; speech, sentiment, and facial
expression analysis of video interviews
◉ Job candidate selection: predicting job candidate “fit” with an employer’s desired employee
characteristics or definition of high performers; data‐mining public online data to build job
candidate digital profiles; background checks using automated content analysis techniques
to parse and classify text and images; profiling candidates based on digital footprint and
social media activity; predicting likelihood of salary offer acceptance; predicting potential
candidate job performance, honesty, or likelihood to violate workplace policies, commit
fraud, or quit
Firms design these systems in an effort to reduce the amount of time it takes to hire, the costs
incurred to hire, and the uncertainty in deciding who to hire.120 Employers want to know if the job
candidate is likely to perform well or whether they are likely to quit after a short period of time, and
technology developers design systems that attempt to solve this problem of uncertainty.
Increasingly, technology vendors are also designing systems to solve the problem of lack of diversity
in the workforce, though the extent to which they are able to do so remains unclear and
contested.121
The algorithms used in the hiring process fall primarily in the predictive data analytics category, but
HR technology vendors are increasingly deploying interactive machine algorithms designed to sense
and interpret workers and their behaviors (e.g., chatbots, expression analysis, sentiment analysis).
Job candidates may never interact with a human during the initial application process, and instead
engage entirely with chatbots and automated systems that process applications or resumes, and
filter workers.
The use of algorithms has historically focused on the recruiting and screening phases, but
algorithms are increasingly being used in the interview phase of the hiring process. According to
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Bersin, video assessments are the fastest growing area for HR hiring expenditures. In a 2016‐2017
HR survey conducted by Sierra‐Cedar, 55 percent of participating companies indicated that they are
increasing investment in video interviewing and assessment.122 Although these automated systems
may not make the final decision about whom a company should hire, they do make automated
decisions about which job candidates to exclude from the pool of applicants.123 Table 4 provides an
overview of the services offered by one hiring technology company, HireVue, which evaluates job
candidates’ “employability” by combining predictive algorithms with more complex algorithms
designed to recognize and interpret candidates’ facial expressions and behaviors.124 HireVue’s
system combines multiple types of algorithmic systems into one product.
HireVue has developed a multifaceted algorithmic system to assess and predict which job
candidates will be “high performing” employees. HireVue collects data via on‐demand video
interviews and psychometric games. Using their own webcam‐equipped computer, smartphone, or
tablet, job candidates record a video interview responding to a series of questions presented via
video clips from HireVue employees.125 The job candidate can practice their responses by deleting
and re‐recording their answers to each question before moving on to the next question. Depending
on the employer’s preference, some questions may entail a written rather than video response. Job
candidates also complete a series of short psychometric games. According to Hirevue, the data
points derived from the video content measure “social intelligence (interpersonal skills),
communication skills, personality traits, and overall job aptitude” whereas the data from the game‐
based assessments measure “cognitive attributes like analysis, decision‐making, reasoning, and
problem‐solving skills.”126 Hirevue may also administer the video and game assessments to the
company’s current employees who hold the same position.
HireVue’s algorithmic model pulls data from the current employee assessment results and job
performance evaluations, or generic models for common job positions.127 Using this model, the
algorithm analyzes the job candidate video and game assessment results in an effort to predict
which job candidates are most likely to become successful employees – i.e. those who align most
closely with the employer’s evaluation of which current employees fit its criteria of a successful
employee.128 From this analysis, the algorithm generates an “insight score” of 0 to 100 for job
candidates, and provides the list of job candidates and their scores to employers.129 HireVue’s
algorithm can automatically reject job candidates who do not meet a predefined employer
threshold for the job position.130
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Table 4. HireVue
Objective
 Reduce costs for
hiring workers
 Identify candidates
most likely to be
productive and to
“fit” with the
company culture and
workforce

Data used & data
collection strategy
 Behavior, facial
expressions, word
choice, tone of voice
recorded during
video interview
 Responses and
performance on
“game‐based”
cognitive
assessments

Analytic techniques

Output

 Speech recognition

 “Insight score” of 0 to
100 percent

 Natural language
processing
 Sentiment analysis
 Facial expression
analysis

 Ranked list of job
candidates based on
scores
 Video interviews

 Emotion recognition
 Machine learning
 Predictive statistics

5.1.b. Risk assessment
Firms also use data and algorithms to assess workplace risks. As with hiring algorithms, risk
assessment algorithms often provide “insights” to managers to help them make decisions about
workers. Types of risk assessment algorithms include:
◉ Security and risk assessment: predicting employee likelihood to quit their job; predicting
employee likelihood to engage in fraudulent activities; flagging potentially fraudulent
activities or high‐risk transactions; analyzing employee sentiment to identify “toxic
workers,” “toxic managers,” disgruntled workers, or potential union organizers; and
monitoring worker social media activities for brand management
◉ Health and wellness monitoring: predicting employee health costs, potential
hospitalizations and emergency rooms visits, risk of developing health conditions
Technology developers design risk assessment algorithms to help firms preempt potential scenarios
that might incur costs or negative outcomes for their brand. The design objectives for these
algorithms can be to reduce or avoid costs and liability due to fraud, employee turnover, worker
organizing, negative public perception of company, higher health insurance premiums related to
poor employee health, or lower productivity due to lost work related to illness. Fraud detection
systems are one example of risk assessment algorithms.131 These applications use learning
algorithms to analyze data from employee transactions and interactions in order to identify
relationships and patterns in the data. Once the algorithms learn the normal relationships in the
data, the system can analyze incoming data to detect abnormal patterns or outliers and then flag
the activity or send an alert to managers.
Other algorithms used for risk assessment can detect employee burnout or negative comments
about the company by analyzing data from emails, internal messaging systems, or social media.132
These systems can detect employee sentiment (negative, positive, neutral tone) in the context of
discussion among employees by using natural language processing algorithms trained to recognize
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predefined themes or words in the text. Managers can then make decisions about how to address
the employee or situation identified by the algorithmic system, based on the information it
provides.
Another example of a risk assessment application is a “flight risk” algorithm that predicts the
likelihood an employee will leave their job. Some companies use these algorithms to preempt high‐
performing employees from quitting. Bloomberg, Hewlett‐Packard, and IBM, along with many other
firms, have developed these algorithms to evaluate their workforces.133 Some of the data variables
in these models include motivation and work‐life balance, commuting time, amount of time spent
traveling for work, salary, frequency of raises, number of job rotations, performance ratings,
employee personal and professional development, sociodemographic and geographic data, and
labor market trends. These algorithms generate a score for each employee that the employer can
use as a basis for deciding who to promote, and to whom to provide raises or work opportunities.
134

Algorithms for risk assessment can also automate machine decisions and implement actions. For
example, in an internal meeting at Facebook, developers suggested that their internal messaging
system (Facebook Workplace) could be enabled to automatically block employee posts on topics
such as unionization.135 Applications designed to decrease employee health risks and related costs
are another example of risk assessment systems.136 Many firms incorporate wearable electronic
fitness trackers into their workplace wellness programs in an effort to reduce health care costs and
increase productivity. These trackers often include algorithms that analyze employee physical
activity data and nudge employees to engage in physical activity to improve health outcomes, and
in some cases reward them for doing so.137 One objective of introducing fitness trackers may be to
encourage employees to track their health activities and improve their health, but employers may
also receive monetary benefits from insurance companies and third‐party vendors by sharing the
employee health data collected.138

5.1.c. Education and training
Training and education technologies appear to be an area of growth in the HR technology field.139
Two examples of education and training strategies enabled by algorithms include:
◉ Job simulation: situating workers into job context or work environment, often through
virtual reality (VR), or immersive computer‐generated worlds that draw from sensory
algorithms
◉ Training personalization: using prediction techniques to gauge and tailor training to
individual knowledge and skills
Algorithmic systems can help simulate workplace environments and job conditions that enable
workers to roleplay scenarios and practice interactions.140 The systems often collect worker data
from employee records and learning modules and combine these data with machine perception
technologies (e.g., computer vision, natural language processing). They then identify employee
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behavioral characteristics and provide feedback – typically in the form of social recognition or
nudges – to tailor the learning experience to the individual worker. For example, Walmart recently
partnered with STRIVR and Occulus Go to introduce VR headsets for employee training on a variety
of work tasks, such as customer relations, restocking, and deli operations.141 Walmart also uses the
headsets to assess an employee’s potential to be successful as a manager.142
Algorithmic systems can also provide personalized and adaptive learning environments tailored to
the specific employee’s skills and learning needs.143 This type of personalization predicts the
learner’s needs and preferences, drawing from learner behaviors, job history, personality insights,
and career goals. Like the job simulation systems, these systems can rely on data collected directly
from the employee or through their interactions with intelligent machines. For example, Filtered
Magpie offers an algorithmic system that employs a chatbot to interact with employees in order to
collect information and to identify skills gaps among employees.144
Table 5 describes the key functions and features of Tailspin Virtual Human, a VR interactive training
system that is composed of multiple algorithms used to interpret and respond to a worker’s
behavior. Talespin is customer service training system that combines VR with a variety of intelligent
machine capabilities into a training technology that mimics human interaction. According to the
company’s literature, the objective of the system is to help workers improve their soft skills for
interacting with customers, such as cold calling, overcoming objections, building rapport with
customers, communicating product knowledge, identifying customer needs, customer service
complaints, and technical support.145 Employees wear a VR headset that places them in an
immersive simulated environment with a “virtual human.” Using natural language processing,
speech recognition, text‐to‐speech translation, sentiment analysis, and emotion analysis, the virtual
reality character attempts to interpret employee behaviors as well as mimic the body language,
behaviors, and expressions of a human in order to converse with the employee and respond to the
employee’s behaviors.146 Talespin offers modules to simulate different types of jobs, including a
training simulation to help managers practice firing employees. 147 Employers receive employee
training data and analytics to track employee interactions with the platform and to use for
performance evaluations.148
Table 5. Talespin Virtual Human
Objective
 Train workers to
develop “soft skills”
for customer service
interactions

Data used & data
collection strategy
 Virtual reality (VR)
device sensors track
employee interaction
with training modules
including facial
expressions, body
movement and eye
gaze

Analytic technique

Output

 Natural language
processing

 Training scores

 Speech recognition

 Recorded employee
training interactions

 Text‐to‐speech
 Sentiment analysis
 Emotion analysis
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5.1.d. Health and safety
A few firms have begun to develop algorithms to improve workplace safety and health. Two types
of applications that use algorithms to address health and safety risks in the workplace include:
◉ Worker behavior monitoring: identifying poor ergonomics or employee fatigue
◉ Workplace environmental health and safety hazard prevention: identifying hazardous
situations, toxic fumes, high temperatures; and locating employees in at‐risk environments
Some of these technologies use wearable sensors and learning algorithms to detect and predict risk
of injury. For example, one company, StrongArm Technologies, has developed a system that uses
wearable sensors to monitor and collect data on employee movements and then processes this
data with a machine learning algorithm to generate an injury risk score for each worker based on
the extent to which an employee’s movement aligns with proper ergonomic principles. Based on
this risk score the system can send haptic feedback (i.e. the sensor buzzes) to the employees if they
are not conforming to proper ergonomic practices. The employer can access a wide range of data
analytics including safety behavior data for each employee.149
Other technologies use sensors embedded in location tracking devices (e.g., wearables with radio‐
frequency identification (RFID) chips) to enable machines to track workers within or outside of the
workplace. For example, the Enseo Madesafe panic button attempts to provide hotel workers and
other service workers a means to alert security in threatening situations. The technology includes a
handheld device embedded with a location tracking sensor and a small panic button along with
network receivers and a computer monitor for building security. When an employee presses the
panic button, it emits a radio signal that triggers an algorithm to notify security of the worker’s
location. Although the Enseo system has the capacity to enable real‐time monitoring and data
analytics reports for each worker’s device, they do offer the option for maintaining worker privacy
by only showing the worker location if they activate the panic button.150
Some construction and mining companies use machine perception algorithms (e.g., computer
vision) that monitor workers and the workplace environment for safety reasons. For instance, one
construction company uses computer vision to analyze job site photos, scan them to identify safety
hazards (e.g., workers not wearing protective equipment), and correlate the images with the
company’s accident records.151 Other technologies combine computer vision algorithms designed to
interpret the workplace environment with location tracking sensors embedded in wearable devices
(e.g., helmets, jackets, tool belts, wristbands, etc.) to locate workers within that context. An
example of this type of system is Toolbox Spotter; the key features of this system are described in
Table 6.
Toolbox Spotter is an algorithmic system designed to increase safety in industrial settings with
heavy equipment, such as in construction, rail, logistics, mining, and manufacturing. The system
uses video cameras attached to equipment to collect visual data on the worksite. Computer vision
and deep learning algorithms process the visual data to identify objects or people in the blind spot
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of heavy equipment operators.152 Specifically, the system tracks the speed at which a person is
walking and predicts the likelihood the equipment and person will intersect.153 If the system
determines there is a hazard, it alerts the person at risk of getting hit as well as the equipment
operator. Each worker will receive a notification through vibrations in a wristband along with
flashing lights at the worksite. The technology can also automatically disable the equipment to
avoid injuring the person.
Table 6. Toolbox Spotter
Objective

Data used & data
collection strategy

Analytic technique

 Prevent heavy
 Video cameras
 Computer vision
machinery from hitting
attached to equipment  Deep learning
people or objects on a
capture data on
 Object recognition
worker activities and
worksite
objects at a worksite
 Wearable location
tracking sensors

Output
 Notifications via
vibrations in a
wristband, flashing
lights, or automatic
vehicle disabling
features

5.1.e. Performance evaluation
Employers can also use algorithms for HR processes to evaluate worker or organizational
performance. Some of the different functions of algorithmic systems and technologies for
performance evaluation include:
◉ Individual level monitoring and performance evaluation: analyzing productivity measures
relevant to the job, such as units produced, talk time, calls answered, email volume and
timing, participation in meetings; identifying high performers; profiling workers to identify
potential leaders; assessing worker development and lifetime value; and segmenting the
workforce based on efficiency or productivity rates
◉ Organizational network analysis (ONA) of workforce interactions: analyzing team,
department, or unit level social dynamics to identify patterns in workplace interactions that
contribute to higher productivity levels; identifying abusive interactions and poor
management techniques; identifying the most valuable and connected workers who bridge
teams, encourage collaboration, or serve as information hubs within an organization;
identifying bottlenecks in communication or communication disconnects; identifying
productive teams and team dynamics; and identifying compatibility among workers
For both types of performance evaluation algorithms, AI‐enabled electronic monitoring
technologies allow firms to collect data on employee activities at a micro level to quantify work
activities. For example, sensors embedded in wearables, badges, IoT, and workplace equipment
enable these systems to collect data on a variety of interactions in the workplace, including
conversations, movement, workflow activities, and device usage.154 These systems often include a
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second layer of algorithms that use these data to analyze individual productivity or to identify social
relationships and patterns within the workplace for organizational learning. As in the case of
algorithms used to hire workers, these algorithmic systems can provide managers with information
to make decisions about workers or workplace processes to increase productivity or to encourage
“high value” employees to remain engaged in the workplace.155 In some cases, these algorithms can
automate managerial tasks, as in the case of Amazon’s algorithm that fired workers with low
productivity levels.156
Enaiable is an example of an application of an algorithm designed to evaluate individual
performance by providing managers with a performance score for workers.157 Enaible’s Trigger‐
Task‐Time module captures data on an employee’s daily workflow with software embedded on
computers and other IT systems (e.g., internal messaging, email, phone systems, CRM systems,
etc.). The system collects data on the time of day, order of work activity, and duration of tasks,
among other factors. Using these data, a machine learning algorithm builds a behavioral profile for
each employee by learning the patterns for what triggers the employee to complete tasks and the
amount of time it takes for them to finish the task. Enaible’s system then generates a “productivity
score” between 0 and 100 for each employee. Managers can use the scores to compare employees
or evaluate an employee’s productivity in relation to their typical behavior.158 The Enaible system
also provides managers with recommendations for tasks to automate within an employee’s
workflow, and it aggregates information on how much time employees spend in meetings, or
reading and sending emails, and how these activities correlate with company profits.159
Humanyze is an example of a company deploying organizational network analysis (ONA) to detect
patterns in workforce interactions.160 The key features of Humanyze are outlined in Table 7.
Humanyze aspires to provide employers with insights about the social dynamics of their
organization. The system provides analysis on team inclusivity and interaction patterns, such as who
dominates conversations or patterns of email communications between managers and employees
representing different demographic groups (e.g., women, people of color).161 Humanyze uses
“sociometric” ID badges embedded with a microphone, accelerometer, Bluetooth, and infrared
sensors to collect data about an individual employee’s “proximity to another person, direct face‐to‐
face interaction, location, individual speech patterns, conversational turn‐taking patterns,
orientation, body movement patterns, and posture patterns.”162 The badges capture speech and
speech patterns of both the person wearing the badge and other people who interact with the
person wearing the badge. For instance, the badge microphone gauges voice tones and identifies
the extent to which workers participate in meetings. The accelerometers measure worker body
language and can track movements such as “how often you push away from your desk.”163 Data
from the badges are combined with metadata collected from email and calendars, phone activity,
and instant messaging. Raw data are collected on local servers and then transported to Humanyze
for analysis, using a combination of social network analysis, voice analysis, and body language
analysis.164
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As part of the terms of service with employers, Humanyze provides employers with a dashboard
containing anonymized and aggregated reports of the team and organizational‐level analysis. The
reports attempt to analyze and compare teams or organizational interaction patterns that
contribute to individual level performance metrics such as “productivity, job satisfaction, employee
engagement, and drive.”165 This analysis is also provided to employees to show how they compare
to others in the workplace. At the individual level the Humanyze system analysis provides “real time
information about the user’s communication, social signaling, and interaction patterns,” such as
movement and energy levels, time spent listening, speaking at the same time, interrupting, or
dominating the conversation, and interactions with different social groups (e.g., gender, job
status).166
Table 7. Humanyze
Objective

Data used & data collection strategy

Analytic technique

Output

 Identify
organizational
and team
interaction
patterns and
their
relationship to
performance
metrics

 ID badges embedded with a
microphone, accelerometer,
Bluetooth, and infrared sensors that
detect proximity to another person,
direct face‐to‐face interaction,
location, individual speech patterns,
conversational turn‐taking patterns,
orientation, body movement
patterns, and posture patterns

 Machine learning

 Dashboard for
employers featuring
anonymized and
aggregated report with
the team and
organizational level
analysis on team
inclusivity and
interaction patterns

 Metadata collected from email and
calendars, phone activity, and
instant messaging

 Social network
analysis
 Voice analysis
 Body language
analysis

 Individual level analysis
for employees

5.2. Organization of work
Algorithms designed to optimize workforce scheduling and the coordination of work activities are
another application of algorithms in the workplace.167 Technology developers design workforce
optimization algorithms with the objective of improving organizational performance in terms of
increased productivity and efficiency, or increased customer satisfaction and loyalty. In general,
these algorithms draw from information about the business context to predict what is likely to
happen in the future, or to identify constraints or potential options for a business process. These
algorithms often automate decisions and generate a prescribed course of action for humans to
implement. Thus, workforce optimization algorithms automate managerial scheduling and work
coordination decisions. For workers, these machine decisions often dictate when, where, and how
they complete tasks.
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5.2.a. Scheduling workers
Over the past decade, many retail and service employers have adopted workforce scheduling
algorithms to help generate worker schedules. As noted above, technology developers typically
design scheduling optimization algorithms to identify the most efficient (lowest cost) staffing
schedule to align with the timing of customer demand patterns.168 These algorithms draw on a
variety of data to predict customer demand, make decisions about the most efficient workforce
schedule to meet that demand, and generate workers’ schedules accordingly.169 Many of these
systems generate schedules in 15‐minute increments, adjusting in real‐time based on the most
recent data available, and publish updated worker schedules directly to an app. As described
previously, these systems often produce erratic and irregular schedules for individual workers.
Percolata (described in Table 8 below) is one example of a retail scheduling optimization technology
that combines a variety of data to predict shopping traffic and automatically generate work
schedules.
Percolata has developed a scheduling program with the goal of increasing worker productivity in
retail.170 The system uses sensors – WiFi access and motion detectors – along with video cameras
and microphones to measure in‐store customer traffic. The WiFi sensors detect the “electronic
fingerprints of mobile electronic devices” based on device access to store WiFi systems and use the
duration of stay to distinguish between customers and employees.
Percolata’s staff‐planning platform combines data from in‐store customer traffic patterns (flow,
volume, and types of customer) with data on weather, marketing calendars, sales history, website
traffic, occupancy history, third‐party data, and local events to predict future shopping traffic. Using
machine learning models, Percolata’s system attempts to match employee availability to the
predicted shopper forecast to generate optimal schedules to meet shopper traffic
patterns. Percolata also assigns schedules based on employee productivity scores to place the
“most capable employees” during peak customer traffic times. The algorithm calculates and ranks
employees (and combinations of employees) based on sales productivity, which is calculated by the
ratio of sales divided by customer traffic for each worker. Notably, the Percolata system generates
schedules with an “optimal” mix of workers to maximize sales in 15‐minute increment time slots
throughout the day, with the potential to result in erratic schedules for workers. Employees and
managers can access and make scheduling changes in real‐time through mobile apps.
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Table 8. Percolata
Objective

Data used & data collection strategy

Analytic technique

Output

 Optimize
workforce
scheduling for
sales
employees

 WiFi sensors detect the “electronic
fingerprints” of customers and
employees based on their mobile
device access to store WiFi systems

 Predictive
analytics

 Automated
schedules

 Machine learning

 Employee “shopper
yield” score and rank
based on sales
productivity

 Employee schedule availability
 Data on in‐store customer traffic
patterns, weather, marketing
calendars, sales history, website
traffic, occupancy history, third‐party
data, local events

 Employee optimum
productivity profiles
 Store “shopper yield”
score

5.2.b. Coordinating work activities
A second type of workforce optimization algorithm automates work task coordination. This type of
algorithm coordinates business operations by matching, in real‐time, workers to work tasks or
workers to clients/customers. For instance, transportation network company platforms (TNCs)
coordinate drivers and customers in real‐time with algorithms that processes customer demand,
trip duration, pick‐up and drop‐off location, and a variety of constraints such as traffic, driver
availability, among others.171 Uber has designed its algorithm to minimize the time it takes to match
customers to drivers, in order to maximize the trips enroute at any given time and, therefore,
revenue per hour for the company.172
Some of these systems incorporate a wide array of factors to optimize logistics or operations. For
example, the UPS Orion system optimizes driver routes to minimize fuel costs and maximize driver
efficiency and customer service.173 The telematics system combines driver data from GPS and over
200 sensors embedded in delivery trucks with traffic, weather, and customer requests to determine
driver routes in real‐time.174 The system enables customers to add pick‐ups throughout the day and
re‐routes drivers accordingly.175
Another example of an optimization algorithm for workforce coordination is Afiniti, described in
Table 9. Afiniti is a technology vendor that has designed an algorithm to optimize call center
services through customer service personalization – essentially matching call center agents with
customers based on personality – in order to maximize sales and customer satisfaction.176 Afiniti
collects comprehensive data on both employees and customers for their call center clients. For
employees, they administer an employee survey for new hires that covers their likes/dislikes,
hobbies, and interests. Afiniti also compiles data from call center employee records, such as gender,
marital status, child status, and home neighborhood, along with employee performance evaluation
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data. They also collect call center customer data including demographic characteristics, location,
credit score, purchasing history, social media, and other online behaviors.
Afiniti analyzes the customer data with a deep learning algorithm to segment customers into groups
of customer subtypes. Using this information, Afiniti develops a machine learning algorithmic model
that uses the customer subtype data and the call agent data to match the customer with specific
call agents. The Enterprise Behavioral Pairing algorithm predicts which call agent on duty will most
likely succeed in achieving business objectives (sell, support, retain, upsell, etc.) based on the
customer subtype and the call agents’ characteristics. Afiniti also analyzes historic call data in order
to determine patterns of successful behavioral interactions between customers and call agents.
Table 9. Afiniti Enterprise Behavioral Pairing
Objective

Data used & data collection strategy

Analytic technique

 Optimize call
 Deep learning
 New hire employee survey collects data
center customer
algorithm for
on likes/dislikes, hobbies and interests
service by pairing
segmenting
(music, fitness, sports)
call center agents  Employee records: gender, marital status,
customer subtypes
with customers
 Machine learning for
child status, home neighborhood,
based on
predicting and best
performance evaluations
personality
match between
 Purchased or compiled customer data
characteristics
customer and call
including demographic characteristics,
agent
location, credit score, purchasing history,
social media, and other online behaviors.

Output
 Automated call
routing
 Insight into
patterns of
successful
customer
service
interactions

5.3. Workforce management
The next category of workplace algorithms includes those that directly engage with the labor
process itself. Although the line between algorithms designed to optimize schedules or allocate
work and algorithms designed to manage workers in the production process is a little blurry, there
is a distinct difference between the two types of algorithms. Workforce management algorithms
focus on directing workers to complete a work task – they delineate what task needs to be done,
how the task should be done, and in what order tasks should be completed. Work scheduling and
coordination algorithms, on the other hand, focus on optimizing and predicting who should work,
when they should work, and in some cases where they should work. There is, of course, some
overlap in these processes, and some systems incorporate multiple features. However, it is
important to distinguish the different problems these algorithms are designed to solve in order to
clarify the different types of functions they carry out. One type of algorithm involves planning,
scheduling, and coordinating the workforce; the other involves directing, guiding, motivating
worker activities and behaviors.
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The algorithms in this section are often referred to as “algorithmic management,” based on their
use to shape or control worker behaviors. Some analysts have also equated the process of using
algorithms to control workers as a form of “digital Taylorism” after Frederick Taylor’s time and
motion studies that enabled managers to fine‐tune worker tasks and exert greater control over task
execution. 177 This is the same underlying idea behind algorithmic management.
However, as multiple scholars have noted, it is helpful to distinguish between the directly
controlling workers and manipulating workers.178 Algorithms that directly control workers’ structure
their task environment and restrict the decision architecture around their activity, while algorithms
that manipulate workers attempt to influence or motivate their decisions and behaviors using
psychological strategies based in HR management research.179 The subsection below highlights
these different strategies for managing worker production tasks.

5.3.a. Directing workers
Algorithms designed to direct worker activities and behaviors prescribe a course of action that
aligns with the employer goals (which often entails maximizing productivity or service quality), in an
effort to ensure that workers complete tasks in the desired manner. These algorithms draw from
data collected on workers and work tasks via sensor technologies that communicate information
between workers and a computer network in real‐time. Using this data stream, algorithms generate
automated management decisions to direct, guide, and order workers’ specific job tasks. Workers
often receive personalized feedback about their activities via a computer dashboard, mobile device,
or wearable sensors. The machine operates to restrict workers’ discretion in physical or digital
space through real‐time managerial oversight and task direction.180
Instacart’s system for in‐store shoppers is an example of an algorithm that delineates tasks and task
order. The system draws from an “aisle mapping” database that delineates where each item is in a
store and then provides workers with an ordered pick list to completing the shopping tasks.181 A
task verification system confirms the task completion when a worker pulls an item off the shelf and
places it in the cart. Electronic visit verification (EVV) technologies for home care workers operate in
a similar way, but with more emphasis on task monitoring and verification due to state policies
designed to curb Medicaid fraud.182
Amazon has developed multiple systems designed to micro‐manage workers, one of which includes
real‐time feedback mechanisms designed to control worker activities and modify worker behaviors.
A few years ago, Amazon filed a patent application for an algorithmic system to direct warehouse
workers’ product picking activities.183 The proposed system includes ultrasonic devices located
throughout the warehouse for each inventory item location, and sensors embedded in wristbands
worn by workers that collect real‐time data on their hand movements and location in the
warehouse. Amazon’s patent proposed to triangulate the pick list (list of items to retrieve for
fulfilling orders) for items in a customer order with an item’s inventory location in the warehouse
and the worker’s hand location. The ultrasonic devices would send signals based on matching the
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proximity of the inventory item sensor with the sensor embedded in the worker’s wristband. If the
worker attempted to grab an item from the wrong inventory item bin, the system would send a
haptic (vibration) signal back to the worker’s wristband to let them know they made the wrong
decision. To date, it is not clear whether Amazon plans to adopt this system in its warehouses.
Amazon has, however, introduced robots that deliver products to workers who stand in‐place at a
caged‐in workstation. Rather than attempting to shape workers’ picking decisions, the robots
control the distribution and flow of products and set the pace of work (like an assembly line).184
Other systems provide workers with directions for next steps to take to complete a task or
recommendations for desired behaviors. One technology vendor, Cogito, is an example of an
algorithmic system designed to provide call center workers with behavioral guidance and
recommendations.185 This system is described in Table 10. Cogito designs technology systems to
help call centers improve customer service and efficiency with real‐time employee guidance
devised to shape employee behaviors. It monitors and records conversations and other interactions
between call center employees and customers. Their algorithmic system uses machine learning,
voice recognition, and natural language processing in order to detect and analyze the speech of
both the employee and the customer. Using these data, the algorithmic system analyzes customer
sentiment and call center agent behavior patterns, energy levels, interruptions, degree of empathy,
level of participation, tone of voice, and speaking pace in order to provide real‐time guidance to
nudge employees to adjust their behaviors accordingly.
On a dashboard, call agents receive notifications, or cues, coaching them to express more empathy,
pace the call more efficiently, or exude more confidence and professionalism. Supervisors also have
access to a dashboard that enables them to identify problematic situations and intervene if
necessary. The dashboards also provide managers with a “customer experience score” based on the
worker’s call analysis, along with predictive and prescriptive insights regarding customer churn, call
efficiency, employee performance, and sales conversions. Managers may apply this information to
make decisions about employees or future job candidates.
Table 10. Cogito
Objective
 Provide
coaching and
call guidance to
improve
customer
service and call
efficiency

Data used & data
collection strategy
 Electronically
monitors
employee phone
call interactions
with customers

Analytic technique

Output

 Machine learning

 Employee dashboards with real‐time cues,
call guidance, nudges, and customer call
experience scoring

 Natural language
processing
 Voice recognition
 Predictive
analytics
 Sentiment analysis

 Supervisor real‐time dashboard with
service issue alerts and customer call
experience scoring
 Manager insight reports: customer churn,
call efficiency, employee performance,
and sales conversion
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5.3.b. Manipulating workers
The second version of workforce management algorithms are designed to influence rather than
dictate worker decisions. These technologies combine Taylorist insights about micro‐monitoring the
work process with behavioral economics and industrial and organizational psychology, both focused
on human cognition and motivation strategies.186 Like the algorithms used to direct workers’ job
activities, these algorithms track workers and collect workplace data in real‐time in order to provide
personalized feedback to workers. However, instead of directing workers to do specific tasks in a
particular order and at a particular time, these algorithms use psychological strategies such as
incentives and penalties to prompt individuals to modify their behavior to align with the goals of the
firm:
◉ Incentives are a type of nudge that uses differential rewards based on desired behaviors (in
lieu of basic remuneration for labor provided) in the form of badges, points, or public
workplace displays ranking employees (leaderboards).
◉ Penalties are a type of nudge that uses threats to discourage undesired behaviors; threats
may involve potential exclusion from a work platform, poor ratings from customers or
clients, or automatic firing for falling below desired productivity levels
Technology developers increasingly embed these behavior modification strategies into games,
which the industry refers to as “gamification.”187 These systems simulate virtual games by providing
points and badges for behaviors that align with a company’s goals.188 Some systems take the game
one step further by simulating competitions among participants (users) by publishing rankings on
leaderboards.189 Ian Bogost, a philosophy professor and game designer, refers to gamification as
“exploitationware” because the basic objective is to extract value from workers under the veneer of
a game.190 System designers often use these strategies to link employee behaviors and activities
with a firm's desired outcomes in terms of pace of work or quantity of work.191
Platforms are well‐known for using incentives and penalties to shape worker behaviors.192 Uber
uses “surge pricing” incentive schemes to encourage drivers to drive during peak demand times and
in certain locations.193 The company also sets targets for drivers and sends notifications about
promotional rates to drivers to encourage them to continue driving.194 On the other hand, drivers
can receive penalties for cancelling or declining dispatches while logged into the system, and in
some cases the drive will be dropped from the platform. A key feature of these systems is the arms‐
length approach to management.195 Instead of a human manager attempting to directly control
workers’ activities in person, these systems allow for management from afar – i.e. management by
machine. The true source of managerial direction is invisible. This is important for the platform
economy, where the platform companies have historically avoided hiring workers as employees
under the premise that they should be classified independent contractors instead.
Strategies for manipulating worker behaviors extend beyond the platform economy. Firms use
gamification to shape worker behaviors in terms of pace of work or quantity of work in other types
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of industries as well. For instance, the technology vendor NCR includes gamification features in
some of its grocery industry cashier scanning systems to increase the pace of scanning.196 Some
companies simulate competitions among employees by publishing employee productivity rankings
on leaderboards throughout the workplace. For example, several years ago Disneyland hotels
introduced productivity leaderboards into their hotel laundry facilities to pit workers against one
another in an effort to increase productivity. Employees referred to the system as “the electronic
whip,” which ultimately led to bad press for the hotel, and Disney eventually dropped the system.197
Amazon has developed perhaps the most publicized gamification system in recent history. Some of
Amazon’s warehouse operations use gamification strategies and productivity leaderboards to
increase worker productivity. Using sensors embedded in the product scanners to collect data on
worker movement and number of items picked, the system mirrors the real‐time data collected on
their physical labor into virtual space in the form of video games. As workers pick products for
shipping, their actual productivity numbers power their progress in a game visualization. The games
(PicksInSpace, Dragon Duel, CastleCrafter, Mission Racer) each have a different game scape, but the
goal is the same: to increase employee efficiency and productivity.198 For example, Mission Racer, a
sports car racing game, shows race cars moving around a virtual track, pitting employees against
each other based on their productivity scores. Employees receive rewards in the form of points,
badges, and "swag bucks," which they can use to buy Amazon branded products.199

5.4. Production of goods and services
The final application of algorithms in the workplace is the most often discussed category in recent
debates about the future of work. This category includes the use of intelligent machines to
automate work tasks. Work task automation falls within two different types of activities:200
◉ Machines assisting and augmenting workers: machines provide decision support or
supplemental task automation to enable workers to complete work tasks (i.e. human and
machine share the job task)
◉ Machines substituting partially or wholly for workers: machines partially or fully automate
core human tasks
Algorithmic technologies used in the production context can provide workers with information to
support decision‐making, enabling workers to complete work tasks more easily or quickly. For
example, a medical diagnostic system can provide decision support to technicians and doctors by
using large datasets of medical images files to make predictions regarding the diagnosis of a
disease. Other algorithmic systems operate as interactive machines that can substitute human labor
to complete a work task independently. Examples of this type of system include software virtual
assistants or chatbots, as well as physically embodied intelligent machines such as self‐driving
vehicles and industrial robots (sometimes referred to as “cobots”).201
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Technology developers often design these technologies with the objective of increasing labor
productivity and/or reducing labor costs. For the most part these technologies are domain‐specific,
meaning that they are designed for specific industries and in many cases for specific workplaces.
For example, Amazon has designed robots specifically for the purpose of moving goods within a
warehouse.202 Like Amazon, Walmart has been at the forefront of introducing new technologies in
the workplace; their janitorial robots are an example of interactive machine designed to automate a
production task as a substitute for human labor. The key features of these machines are described
in Table 11.
Walmart partnered with a robotics company, Brain Corp, to introduce their Auto‐C Autonomous
cleaners in multiple stores across the US. The purpose of these robots is to assist the janitorial staff
with floor cleaning tasks. 203 The basic operation of the machines entails multiple steps. First, the
robot uses cameras and sensors to perceive the task environment, including objects and humans in
its path. After interpreting and analyzing the environment, the robot arrives at a decision about
what action to take (move forward or stop). If the robot concludes there are no obstacles, the
machine moves forward, scrubbing aisles along the route. It is important to note that the so‐called
“autonomous” floor scrubber is not actually fully autonomous; employees still need to assist and
supervise the cleaning robot by mapping the route and preparing the floor for cleaning. To carry out
these tasks an employee must ride along on the robot like a riding lawn mower.
Table 11. Walmart Auto‐C Autonomous cleaner
Objective
 Complete janitorial
floor cleaning tasks

Data used & data
collection strategy
 Cameras and other
sensors to perceive the
store environment

Analytic technique

Output

 Machine learning
algorithm

 Robotic hardware
 Aisle cleaning action

 LiDAR for navigation

The example of Walmart’s janitorial robot draws attention to a few important points about
automation. First, technologies described as autonomous often operate along a continuum of
technological capacities and levels of automation, with varying degrees of human involvement.
Second, technologies that assist and augment worker capacities may also play a role in automated
systems. For example, some vehicles operated by humans have auto‐braking systems that engage if
a driver swerves out of their lane or is about to collide with another object. This same technology is
a component of vehicles further along the continuum toward full automation.204 Third, as intelligent
machines move along the continuum toward more fully autonomous machines, the relationship
between the worker and the machine shifts from the machine assisting the worker to the worker
assisting the machine.
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In other words, even the most technically autonomous systems are never fully independent from
social systems. Humans play a role in their design, development, and their ability to operate in the
social and physical world. Behind the scenes, human workers train these systems to help them
understand and operate within the human world.205 In one sense, although a machine may
complete the actual job task, the human labor involved in completing the task has simply shifted to
another group of workers who enable the machine to complete the task. Workers also provide
back‐up support and often serve as a scapegoat when these systems fail.206

6.

Next research directions

The purpose of this working paper is to provide worker organizations and policymakers with a
framework for understanding data collection strategies and algorithmic systems currently in use or
being developed for use in the workplace, with an emphasis on low‐wage industries. As this paper
outlined, data collection strategies, in particular sensor and AI‐enhanced technologies, potentially
enable monitoring and data collection on nearly every dimension of the digital and physical work
environment: what happens, how it happens, and the context in which it is happening. Every
location can be tracked, and every worker action, interaction, and transaction can be captured and
recorded. These new technologies enable data collection on workers at an unprecedented, granular
level of detail. Moreover, the extensive nature of some of these data collection strategies extend
well beyond the workplace, blurring the work‐life boundaries between employers and workers.
The algorithmic systems enabled by the scale and scope of worker data collection have a wide
variety of capabilities and technological applications in the workplace. These systems can make
predictions to help managers make decisions about workers or automate managerial decisions,
delineating when, where, and how workers complete tasks. Data‐driven technologies can also
provide information to workers to assist or augment their ability to complete a task, and in some
cases to automate workers’ tasks entirely. As a result, these new data collection strategies and
algorithmic systems have significant implications for workers and present new challenges for
advocates and policymakers.
Understanding the technological capacities and processes of data collection and algorithmic
systems is a first step in responding to these challenges. The next step is to investigate the actual
adoption and implementation of new technologies by employers, and the effects of these
technologies on jobs and workers. Crucially, this will require research that brings in worker
perspectives as a key source of information about how these technologies are actually playing out
in the workplace.
We are only starting to understand the potential effects these new data‐driven technologies can
have on jobs and workers. Emerging research points to negative effects on working conditions and
workers, and to the potential for these technologies to exacerbate socio‐economic inequalities.207
For example, some of the potential harms identified by researchers include:
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Bias and discrimination against people of color, immigrants, and women due to biased data
inputs and analytic processes



Unpredictable schedules resulting from scheduling optimization systems



Decreased worker power and autonomy and increased stress resulting from constant
electronic monitoring and algorithmic management



Deskilling and lower wages as jobs become more controlled and restricted



Work speed‐up resulting from algorithmic systems designed to increase productivity



Workplace stress and bodily injury resulting from speed‐up and increased interactions with
machines



Job insecurity resulting from technologies designed to replace workers and increase
workforce fissuring



Employment and labor law violations enabled by these technologies (e.g., wage theft,
misclassification)



Increasing ability for employers to prevent or punish worker organizing and union activity



Inaccurate or unsubstantiated predictions or decisions made by algorithmic systems

Issues of equity are a central concern with data‐driven technologies that rely on historical data
because historical patterns of discrimination may be reflected in data and then become encoded in
technology, which in turn reproduces those patterns in their technological outputs. The analytic
processes in the algorithms themselves can give rise to bias in these systems as well. However, bias
in the data and algorithmic systems is not the only source of discriminatory outcomes; employment
patterns in industries and occupations where firms are experimenting with data and algorithms
represent another way that these technologies can affect equity. All of these factors have far
reaching implications for historically marginalized groups, such as workers of color, women, and
immigrant workers.
However, the outcomes of these new technologies are not pre‐determined or inevitable. Many
data‐driven technologies have the potential to be used in ways that benefit both workers and
employers.208 Data‐driven technologies could potentially be used to:


Enable workforce participation among elderly and disabled communities by increasing the
accessibility for human and computer interactions (e.g., with voice commands or computer
vision systems)



Identify racial and gender bias and discrimination in the workplace by analyzing data on
workplace decisions and social dynamics to detect patterns of discrimination



Increase workers’ skills and advance their position in the workplace by using technology to
augment and support their work, freeing them from more menial or repetitive tasks



Create predictable and flexible schedules using algorithmic systems that include information
about workers’ preferences



Reduce health and safety risks via monitoring and risk detection systems
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Identify employment and labor law violations by monitoring and tracking activities in the
workplace

In short, the effects of data‐driven technologies are not a given. In many cases, negative effects are
not inherent in the technology itself, but instead result from decisions made by firms in the design
process and in the implementation of the technology in the workplace. We therefore need more
research exploring variation in technology design and adoption practices by firms, focusing on
identifying the sources of that variation (i.e. regulations, worker voice, firm or industry norms, etc.).
We also urgently need research that looks at variation in how the productivity gains resulting from
technology adoption are distributed within a workplace. Investigating these questions will help us
better understand how to encourage the development and adoption of data‐driven technologies
that protect and empower workers and that enhance equity in the workplace.
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